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Abstract
One of the most common hypothesis on the theory of nonsmooth
dynamics is a regular surface as switching manifold, at which case
there is at least the well-defined and established Filippov dynamics.
However, although present in many relevant models, systems with
singular switching manifolds still lack such a well established dynamics.
At this work we explore a framework that, through blow-ups and
singular perturbation, allows the extension of Filippov dynamics to the
singular case. More specifically, we focus on a configuration in R3 of
codimension 2 known as double discontinuity, whose switching manifold
consists into the union of two perpendicular planes intersecting at a
straight line, where ordinary Filippov dynamics is undefined. When
generated by affine vector fields, we provide theorems describing the
induced dynamics at the singular part of this configuration. Furthermore,
Peixoto-like theorems on the structural stability are also derived.
Keywords: nonsmooth dynamics, Filippov systems, singular perturbation,
structural stability
1 Introduction
The classical theory of Ordinary Differential Equations given by smooth vector
fields has been, in a certain way, developed since the first appearance of Calculus itself.
The machinery provided by this theory allows the study of phenomena all around
mathematical sciences: from classical Newtonian mechanics to modern Machine
Learning [19]. However, most of the time due to practical reasons, many of these
phenomena are better approached with a non-smooth model. For instance, systems
with mechanical impacts/friction, electronic switching, etc. Nonsmooth systems
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has then been widely studied in the past decades; and one of the biggest steps
was done by Filippov at [5], by providing a well-defined and reasonable dynamics
for an important class of such systems: those whose non-smoothness resides on
regular surfaces. Since then, many advances has been achieved on this class of
systems concerning, for instance, its generic bifurcations [7], regularization [14,16,18],
structural stability [1, 6, 17] and uncountable works regarding minimal sets.
Nevertheless, as previously said, the theory established by Filippov’s convention
has a fundamental hypothesis: a regular surface as switching manifold between the
smooth parts of the system. More specifically, a surface Σ = h−1({0}) where 0 is a
regular value of a continuously differentiable function h : U → R with U ⊂ Rn open.
Many relevant phenomena, however, can be naturally approached with a model
where Σ is actually the preimage of a singular value. See, for instance, the examples
and references in [3].
An interesting class of nonsmooth systems with singular switching manifolds Σ,
known as Gutierrez-Sotomayor and described at [8], is obtained when the regularity
condition is broken in a dynamically stable manner. More precisely, in order to avoid
non-trivial recurrence on non-orientable manifolds, a restriction to Σ is imposed
so that its smooth part is either orientable or diffeomorphic to an open set of P2
(projective plane), K2 (Klein’s bottle) or G2 = T2#P2 (torus with cross-cap). This
restriction leads to four singular configurations; with the simplest one, known as
double discontinuity, given by two planes in R3 intersecting at a straight line Σx.
Outside this intersection, at Σ \ Σx, regular Filippov theory is applicable. However,
at Σx, a priori, the dynamics is unknown. Over the last years, two main frameworks
arose aiming to solve this problem.
The first one, presented at [9], extends Filippov dynamics naturally through the
so called “canopy”, a convex-like surface that intersect Σx at finitely many points.
Each of these intersections represents a possible sliding vector and, therefore, this
solution predicts non-uniqueness of sliding. To deal with this lack of uniqueness, the
author there propose the so called “dummy dynamics”. This idea has lead to many
interesting results such as [10, 11]. However, as stated in [9, p. 1102], a justification
for the dummy dynamics remains an open problem.
The second one, explored in this paper and first presented at [2], extends Filippov
dynamics to Σx through the use of a blow-up and Geometric Singular Perturbation
Theory. Although less conceptual than canopies, it is also a natural approach. In
fact, as shown ahead, the non-uniqueness predicted by canopy’s theory is not only
predicted by this second approach but also explained and handled naturally. However,
not only [2] but also the further works [12, 14, 18] lack a clear presentation and
justification for the dynamics induced over Σx.
Therefore, as one of the fundamental steps given by this paper, after the
preliminaries at Section 2 and detailed setting of the problem at Section 3, the
blow-up framework is clearly presented at Section 4, resulting in Theorem 4.1 and
several corollaries. Next, we use this framework to study double discontinuities
given by constant and affine vector fields at Section 5 and Section 6, resulting
in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.1, respectively, that fully describes the dynamics
induced over Σx for those systems. Finally, at Section 7, we apply this dynamical
knowledge to derive semi-local structural stability (in the sense of [6]) results about
the induced dynamics over Σx, namely, Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2, respectively.
2
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Piecewise Smooth Dynamics
Let U ⊂ Rn be an open set and h : U → R a continuously differentiable function
such that 0 ∈ h(U) is a regular value, i.e., the derivative of h at every point in
Σ = h−1({0}) is a surjective map. In that case, the open set U can be split into the
two regions Σ+ = {x ∈ U ; h(x) ≥ 0} and Σ− = {x ∈ U ; h(x) ≤ 0} which intersect
at the regular surface Σ.
Given the vector fields F± : U → Rn of class Ck(U) with k ≥ 1, we say that
F : U → Rn defined by
F(x) =
{
F+(x), if x ∈ Σ+,
F−(x), if x ∈ Σ−,
(1)
is a piecewise smooth (or discontinuous) vector field with switching (or
discontinuous) manifold Σ. The set of all vector fields F defined as above will
be denoted by Rk(U, h) ≡ Ck(U)×Ck(U) and equipped with the Whitney product
topology.
The expression
x˙ = F(x), (2)
where ˙ = d/dt, defines a piecewise smooth (or discontinuous) dynamical
system, whose dynamics can be defined as follows.
For points x ∈ U \Σ, it is natural to consider the usual local dynamics given by
F±, i.e., the local trajectory given by the curve ϕ±(t,x) that satisfies the differential
equation x˙ = F±(x). In the other hand, for points x ∈ Σ, we consider the well
established Filippov convention described in [5, 15] to define its dynamics. Roughly,
using the notation F±h(x) := ∇h(x) · F±(x) for Lie derivatives, the switching
manifold Σ is split as follows:
• Crossing region: Σcr = {x ∈ Σ; F+h(x)F−h(x) > 0}. In this case, a tra-
jectory which meets Σcr crosses Σ. See Figure 1a.
• Sliding region: Σsl = {x ∈ Σ; F+h(x) > 0, F−h(x) < 0}. In this case, any
trajectory which meets Σsl remains tangent to Σ for positive time. See
Figure 1b.
• Escaping region: Σes = {x ∈ Σ; F+h(x) < 0, F−h(x) > 0}. In this case,
any trajectory which meets Σes remains tangent to Σ for negative time. See
Figure 1b.
By continuity, all regions above are open sets separated by tangency points
x ∈ Σ where F+h(x)F−h(x) = 0. Dynamically, this points acts like singularities.
For x ∈ Σs := Σsl ∪ Σes, the trajectory slides tangent to Σ following the
well-defined sliding vector field Fs : Σs → TΣs given by
Fs(x) =
F−h(x)F+(x)− F+h(x)F−(x)
F−h(x)− F+h(x) , (3)
which is the unique vector in the intersection Conv({F+(x),F−(x)}) ∩ Σ, where
Conv(·) represents the convex closure.
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Σ
Σ+
Σ−
ϕ+(t,x)
ϕ−(t,x)
x
(a) Crossing.
Σ
Σ+
Σ−
ϕ+(t,x)
ϕ−(t,x)
x
ϕd(t,x)
(b) Sliding.
Figure 1: Local trajectories around the switching manifold Σ with crossing at
(a) and sliding at (b). The escaping case is similar to (b) but with ϕ±(t,x)
pointing outward Σ.
The study of the dynamics of piecewise smooth systems using the raw theory
described above can be quite complicated. It is, generally, useful to apply the
regularization process described in the two subsections below.
2.2 Regularization
Let F = (F+,F−) ∈ Rk(U, h) be a piecewise smooth vector field as defined above.
A Sotomayor-Teixeira regularization of F, as described at [16], is an 1-parameter
family of smooth vector fields Fε that converges pointwisely to F as ε→ 0. More
precisely, for x ∈ U \ Σ, observe that the field F can be written in the form
F(x) =
[
1 + sgn(h(x))
2
]
F+(x) +
[
1− sgn(h(x))
2
]
F−(x), (4)
where sgn : R→ R is the signal function given by
sgn(x) =

−1, if x < 0,
0, if x = 0,
1, if x > 0,
which is a discontinuous function whose graph if represented at Figure 2a.
In order to approximate the piecewise smooth vector F with an 1-parameter
family of smooth vector fields, we approximate the signal function at (4) with a
certain type of smooth function. More precisely:
Definition 2.1. We say that a smooth function ϕ : R → R is a monotonous
transition function if
ϕ(x) =
{
−1, if x ≤ −1,
1, if x ≥ 1,
and ϕ′(x) > 0 for −1 < x < 1.
The graph of a typical transition function is represented at Figure 2b. Observe
that, if we define ϕε(x) = ϕ
(
x
ε
)
, where ε > 0, then clearly ϕε → sgn pointwisely
when ε→ 0, as long as their domains are restricted to the set R \ {0}. In particular,
if we define
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Fε(x) =
[
1 + ϕε(h(x))
2
]
F+(x) +
[
1− ϕε(h(x))
2
]
F−(x), (5)
then we get an 1-parameter family of vector fields Fε ∈ Cr(U) such that Fε → F
pointwisely when ε→ 0, as long as their domains are restricted to the set R \ {0}.
Definition 2.2. Let ϕ : R→ R be a monotonous transition function. We say that
(5) is a ϕε-regularization of (4).
x
sgn(x)
1
−1
(a) Signal function.
x
ϕ(x)
1
−1
−1 1
(b) Transition function.
Σ
F+
F−
Σ+
Σ−
U
(c) Piecewise field.
F+
F−
Σ+
Σ−
U
−ε < h(x) < ε
(d) Regularized field.
Figure 2: Grid representation of the Sotomayor-Teixeira’s regularization with
the signal function (a) associated to the piecewise smooth vector field (c)
and the transition function (b) associated to the regularized vector field (d).
Observe that the regularization Fε coincides with F outside the rectangle given
by −ε < h(x) < ε. In fact,
Fε(x) =
{
F+(x), if h(x) ≥ ε,
F−(x), if h(x) ≤ −ε,
as represented at Figure 2d. In particular, it is clear that Fε recovers the smooth
component of the Filippov dynamics given by F, i.e., that associated to the region
U \ Σ, as long as we take ε > 0 small enough. As described in the next subsection,
Fε also recovers the non-smooth component of the Filippov dynamics, i.e., that
associated to the region Σ.
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2.3 Geometric Singular Perturbation Theory
Let W ⊂ Rm+n be an open set whose elements are represented by (x,y). Let
also f : W × [0, 1]→ Rm and g : W × [0, 1]→ Rn be vector fields of class Cr with
r ≥ 1. Given 0 < ξ < 1, consider the system of differential equations{
x′ = f(x,y, ξ)
y′ = ξg(x,y, ξ) , (6)
where ′ = d/dτ, x = x(τ) and y = y(τ). Applying at the previous system the
time rescaling given by t = ξτ , we obtain the new system{
ξx˙ = f(x,y, ξ)
y˙ = g(x,y, ξ) , (7)
where ˙ = d/dt, x = x(t) and y = y(t).
As 0 < ξ < 1, then (6) and (7) has exactly the same phase portrait, except for
the trajectories speed, which is greater for first system and smaller for the second.
Therefore, the following definition makes sense:
Definition 2.3. We say that (6) and (7) forms a (m,n)-slow-fast system with
fast system given by (6) and slow system given by (7).
Taking ξ → 0 in (6), we get the so-called layer system{
x′ = f(x,y, 0)
y′ = 0 , (8)
which has dimension m. Taking ξ → 0 in (7), we get the so-called reduced system{
0 = f(x,y, 0)
y˙ = g(x,y, 0) , (9)
which has dimension n. Beyond that, we say that the set
M = {(x,y) ∈W ; f(x,y, 0) = 0}
is the slow manifold. Observe that, on the one hand, M represents the set of
singularities of the layer system; on the other hand,M represents the manifold over
which the dynamics of the reduced system takes place.
The main idea of Geometric Singular Perturbation Theory, or GSP-Theory for
short, established by Fenichel at [4], consists into combining the dynamics of the
limit systems (layer and reduced) to recover the dynamics of the initial system
(slow-fast) with ξ > 0 small. In fact, considering ξ as an additional variable of the
slow system (7) we get the new onex
′ = f(x,y, ξ)
y′ = ξg(x,y, ξ)
ξ′ = 0
, (10)
whose Jacobian matrix at (x0,y0, 0) ∈M× {0} is
Jfast =
fx fy 00 0 0
0 0 0
 , (11)
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where fx and fy represents the partial derivatives calculated at the point (x0,y0, 0).
The matrix above have the trivial eigenvalue λ = 0 with algebraic multiplicity n+ 1.
The remaining eigenvalues, called non-trivial, are divided into three categories:
negative, zero or positive real parts; we denote the number of such eigenvalues by
ks, kc and ku, respectively.
Definition 2.4. We say that (x0,y0, 0) ∈ M × {0} is normally hyperbolic if
every non-trivial eigenvalue of (11) have non-zero real part, i.e., kc = 0.
Fenichel, at [4], proved that normal hyperbolicity allows the persistence of
invariant compact parts of the slow manifold under singular perturbation, i.e., the
dynamical structure of such parts with ξ = 0 persists for ξ > 0 small. More precisely:
Theorem 2.1 (Fenichel, [4]). Let N be a normally hyperbolic compact invariant
j-dimensional submanifold ofM. Suppose that the stable and unstable manifolds of
N , with respect to the reduced system, have dimensions j+js and j+ju, respectively.
Then, there exists a 1-parameter family of invariant submanifolds {Nξ; ξ ∼ 0} such
that N0 = N and Nξ have stable and unstable manifolds with dimensions j+ js + ks
and j + ju + ku, respectively.
The reverse idea of GSP-Theory can also be used to recover the non-smooth
component of the Filippov dynamics, given by the piecewise vector field (ε = 0),
from its regularization (ε > 0). In fact, let F = (F+,F−) ∈ Rk(U, h) be a piecewise
smooth vector field with switching manifold Σ = h−1({0}). Let also ϕ : R→ R be a
monotonous transition function and Fε the ϕε-regularization of F.
We need to transform Fε into a slow-fast system. In order to do so, observe
that, as 0 is a regular value of h, then from the Local Normal Form for Submersions
follows that, without loss of generality, we can admit that h(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 in a
neighborhood of a given point x ∈ Σ. Therefore, if we write F+ = (f+1 , . . . , f+n ) and
F− = (f−1 , . . . , f−n ), then follows that Fε can be written as
x˙i =
[
1 + ϕε(x1)
2
]
f+i (x1, . . . , xn) +
[
1 + ϕε(x1)
2
]
f−i (x1, . . . , xn),
where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now, applying to the system above the polar blow-up given by
x1 = ξ cos θ and ε = ξ sin θ, where ξ ≥ 0 and θ ∈ [0, pi], we obtain a (1, n−1)-slow-fast
system given by {
ξθ˙ = α1(θ, x2, . . . , xn, ξ)
x˙i = αi(θ, x2, . . . , xn, ξ)
, (12)
where i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
Observe that, for ξ = 0, we have x1 = 0 and ε = 0, i.e., we are at the non-
regularized system F over the manifold Σ. In the other hand, for ξ > 0 and θ ∈ (0, pi),
we have −ξ < x1 < ξ and 0 < ε < ξ, i.e., we are at the regularized system Fε over
the rectangle where it doesn’t coincide with F, see Figure 2d. The authors of [18]
then proved the result below:
Proposition 2.1 (Regular case, [18]). Consider the piecewise smooth vector field
F and the slow-fast system (12). The sliding region Σs is homeomorphic to the slow
manifold given by
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α1(θ, x2, . . . , xn, 0) = 0
and the dynamics of the sliding vector field Fs over Σs is topologically equivalent to
that of the reduced system given by{
0 = α1(θ, x2, . . . , xn, 0)
x˙i = αi(θ, x2, . . . , xn, 0)
,
where i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.
3 Statement of the Problem
One of the fundamental hypothesis in the theory described above is the fact that
0 ∈ R is a regular value of the function h : R→ R and, therefore, the switching
manifold Σ = h−1({0}) is a regular surface. In that case, as we have seen, there
exists at least one well-defined and established dynamics associated: the Filippov
dynamics. A natural question to ask at this point is: a Filippov-like dynamics can
be defined for the case when 0 ∈ R is a singular value of the function h : R→ R,
i.e., when the switching manifold isn’t a regular surface?
Σx
F1F2
F3 F4
Figure 3: Double discontinuity.
In this work, we would like to study the particular case known as the double
discontinuity. This particular configuration of the switching manifold is the sim-
plest one between the 4 singular configurations (known as Gutierrez-Sotomayor
or simple manifolds) that, according to [8], breaks the regularity condition in a
dynamically stable manner. The double discontinuity is described in detail below.
Let Fi : R3 → R3 be vector fields of class Ck(R3) with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The
piecewise smooth vector field F : R3 → R3 given by
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F(x, y, z) =

F1(x, y, z), if y ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0
F2(x, y, z), if y ≤ 0 and z ≥ 0
F3(x, y, z), if y ≤ 0 and z ≤ 0
F4(x, y, z), if y ≥ 0 and z ≤ 0
, (13)
and denoted by F = (F1,F2,F3,F4) is said to have a double discontinuity as
switching manifold, see Figure 3. The set of all vector fields F defined as above will
be denoted by
Dk ≡ Ck(R3)× Ck(R3)× Ck(R3)× Ck(R3)
and equipped with the Whitney product topology.
The double discontinuity, as defined above, consists into the planes xy and xz
perpendicularly intersecting at the x-axis, Σx = {(x, 0, 0); x ∈ R}. For points in
Σ \Σx, the ordinary Filippov dynamics described in Section 2 can be locally applied.
However, for points (x, 0, 0) ∈ Σx that theory can’t be directly applied. In fact,
Σ = h−1({0}), where h : R3 → R given by h(x, y, z) = yz has 0 ∈ R as a singular
value, since Dh(x, 0, 0) isn’t a surjective map for (x, 0, 0) ∈ Σx.
Therefore, we state the problem: given F ∈ Dk, can we define a Filippov-like
dynamics over Σx? How does it generally behave there? In the next section we
provide a framework, based on [2,12,14,18], to approach this problem.
4 Framework
The first step consists into the application of a polar blow-up at the origin of
the slice represented at Figure 4a or, in other words, a cylindrical blow-up at Σx.
More specifically, assuming that the components of F ∈ Dk can be written as
Fi = (wi, pi, qi),
we apply the blow-up φ1 : R× S1 × R+ → R3 given by
φ1(x, θ, r) = (x, r cos θ, r sin θ),
which induces a piecewise smooth vector field F˜ = [(φ1)−1∗ F] ◦φ1 whose components
are given by
F˜i =
(
wi,
qi cos θ − pi sin θ
r
, pi cos θ + qi sin θ
)
,
where wi, pi and qi must be calculated at the point φ1(x, θ, r). We then define the
set
D˜k = {F˜ = [(φ1)−1∗ F] ◦ φ1; F ∈ Dk}
of all blow-up induced vector fields.
An extremely important observation at this point is the fact that, according
to [12, p. 498], the induced vector field F˜ has only regular discontinuities, i.e.,
classical Filippov theory, as presented at Section 2, is sufficient for its study. More
precisely, we have now a piecewise smooth vector field F˜ given by the four smooth
vector fields F˜i which induces the four slow-fast systems
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
x˙ = wi
rθ˙ = qi cos θ − pi sin θ
r˙ = pi cos θ + qi sin θ
, (14)
where ˙ = d//dt; wi, pi and qi must be calculated at the point φ1(x, θ, r); and r is
the time rescaling factor.
F1
F3 F4
F2
Σx
(a) Slice.
F˜1
F˜3 F˜4
F˜2
(b) Blow-up.
Figure 4: Framework process at slice-level.
The study of the dynamics of (13) has therefore been reduced to the study of the
slow-fast systems (14). In particular, the dynamics over Σx, previously undefined,
can now be associated with (14) at r = 0, which is given by the combination of the
dynamics of the reduced systemx˙ = wi0 = qi cos θ − pi sin θ
r˙ = pi cos θ + qi sin θ
(15)
and the dynamics of the layer systemx
′ = 0
θ′ = qi cos θ − pi sin θ
r′ = 0
, (16)
where ′ = d//dτ with t = rτ ; and the components wi, pi and qi must be calculated
at the point φ1(x, θ, 0) = (x, 0, 0).
More geometrically, the dynamics over Σx in (13) can now be associated to the
dynamics over the cylinder C = R× S1 divided into the four infinite stripes
S2 = R× [pi/2, pi], S1 = R× [0, pi/2],
S3 = R× [pi, 3pi/2], S4 = R× [3pi/2, 2pi],
as represented at Figure 5, where acts the slow-fast systems given by (15) and (16),
respectively. As we previously said, according to [12, p. 498], the four lines where
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these stripes intersect has regular discontinuities at most. Finally, the analysis of
the dynamics over each stripe Si can then be carried out using GSP-Theory.
F˜3 F˜4
θ = 0
θ = pi2
θ = 3pi2
θ = pi
F˜1F˜2
S1S2
S3 S4
θ = pi2
θ = 0
Figure 5: Green cylinder C divided into the four stripes Si. A scheme of the
stripe S1 is also put into evidence.
In particular, the first two equations of system (15) are independent of r and,
therefore, it can decoupled as{
x˙ = wi
0 = qi cos θ − pi sin θ , (17)
which gives the reduced dynamics over Si; and
r˙ = pi cos θ + qi sin θ, (18)
which gives the respective slow radial dynamics or, in other words, it indicates
how the external dynamics communicates with the dynamics (17) over the cylinder:
entering (r˙ > 0), leaving (r˙ < 0) or staying (r˙ = 0) at Si.
Analogously, the first two equations of system (16) are independent of r and,
therefore, it can also be decoupled as{
x′ = 0
θ′ = qi cos θ − pi sin θ , (19)
which gives the layer dynamics over Si; and
r′ = 0, (20)
which gives the respective fast radial dynamics over the cylinder.
Summarizing, we conclude that the dynamics over Σx behaves as described in
the theorem below, whose proof consists in the analysis done above.
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Theorem 4.1 (Double Discontinuity Dynamics). Given F ∈ Dk with components
Fi = (wi, pi, qi), let F˜ ∈ D˜k be the induced vector field by the blow-up φ1(x, θ, r) =
(x, r cos θ, r sin θ). Then, this blow-up associates the dynamics over Σx with the
following dynamics over the cylinder C = R× S1 = S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S4: over each stripe
Si acts a slow-fast dynamics whose reduced dynamics is given by{
x˙ = wi
0 = qi cos θ − pi sin θ , (21)
with slow radial dynamics r˙ = pi cos θ + qi sin θ; and layer dynamics given by{
x′ = 0
θ′ = qi cos θ − pi sin θ , (22)
with fast radial dynamics r′ = 0. Finally, at every equation above the functions wi,
pi and qi must be calculated at the point φ1(x, θ, 0) = (x, 0, 0).
In order to perform a deeper analysis of the dynamics given by Theorem 4.1
with GSP-Theory as described at Section 2.3, let Si be one of the cylinder’s stripe
and let
Mi =
{
(x, θ) ∈ R× S1; fi(x, θ, 0) = 0
}
be its slow manifold, where fi(x, θ, 0) = qi cos θ − pi sin θ.
Given (x0, θ0, 0) ∈Mi × {0}, the Jacobian matrix of the complete layer system
(16) over this point is
Jfast =
 0 0 0(fi)x (fi)θ 0
0 0 0
 ,
where (fi)x and (fi)θ represents the partial derivatives calculated at (x0, θ0, 0). The
eigenvalues of this matrix are the elements of the set {0, 0, (fi)θ} and, therefore,
(x0, θ0) is normally hyperbolic if, and only if, (fi)θ 6= 0. However, we observe that,
since we are over the slow manifold, then (fi)θ = 0 leads to the homogeneous linear
system
{
fi = 0
(fi)θ = 0
∼
{
qi cos θ − pi sin θ = 0
qi sin θ + pi cos θ = 0
∼
[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ
] [
qi
pi
]
=
[
0
0
]
,
whose only solution is the trivial, pi = qi = 0, since the trigonometrical matrix above
is invertible (det ≡ 1) for every θ ∈ S1 and, therefore, we conclude that (fi)θ 6= 0
whenever
pi 6= 0 or qi 6= 0, (WFH)
henceforth, called weak fundamental hypothesis, or WFH for short. We also
observe that
(fi)x = (qi)x cos θ − (pi)x sin θ
which, as above, supposing (fi)x = 0 leads to the homogeneous linear system
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{
qi cos θ − pi sin θ = 0
(qi)x cos θ − (pi)x sin θ = 0 ∼
[
qi pi
(qi)x (pi)x
] [
cos θ
sin θ
]
=
[
0
0
]
which only admits the absurd solution cos θ = sin θ = 0 if the matrix above is
invertible. Hence, we can ensure (fi)x 6= 0 by imposing this absurd, i.e.,
0 6= det
[
qi pi
(qi)x (pi)x
]
= qi(pi)x − pi(qi)x (SFH)
which always implies the weak fundamental hypothesis and, therefore, will be called
strong fundamental hypothesis, or SFH for short.
Corollary 4.1. The radial dynamics can only be transversal (r˙ 6= 0) to the cylinder
C over the slow manifoldMi. More over, under WFH, it is in fact transversal.
Proof. The first part of the statement is assured by Theorem 4.1. For the second
part, just observe that r˙ = −(fi)θ 6= 0 under WFH.
Corollary 4.2. The slow manifold Mi is locally a graph (x, θ(x)) under WFH.
However, if ‖(fi)θ‖ admits a global positive minimum, thenMi is globally a graph
(x, θ(x)). Either way, θ(x) is of class Ck.
Proof. The first part is assured by the usual Implicit Function Theorem applied to
fi(x0, θ0, 0) = 0 overMi, since under WFH we have ‖(fi)θ‖ > 0. Analogously, the
second part is assured by the Global Implicit Function Theorem found at [20, p. 253],
which requires a stronger hypothesis.
Corollary 4.3. The slow manifoldMi is normally hyperbolic at every point that
satisfies the WFH.
Proof. Just observe that the only non-trivial eigenvalue, (fi)θ, is non-zero under
the WFH.
Corollary 4.4. The hyperbolic singularities of the reduced system (21) acts as
hyperbolic saddle or node singularities of Si under WFH.
Proof. Let P = (x0, θ0) ∈Mi be a hyperbolic singularity of the reduced system, i.e.,
wi(x0, 0, 0) = 0 with eigenvalue λ1 = (wi)x(x0, 0, 0) 6= 0. We have two possibilities:
• λ1 > 0⇒ (js, ju) = (0, 1); or
• λ1 < 0⇒ (js, ju) = (1, 0),
where js and ju are the dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds of P with
respect to the reduced system, respectively.
On the other hand, under WFH we also have the non-trivial eigenvalue λ2 =
(fi)θ(x0, θ0, 0) 6= 0 for the layer system and, therefore, the two possibilities:
• λ2 > 0⇒ (ks, ku) = (0, 1); or
• λ2 < 0⇒ (ks, ku) = (1, 0),
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where ks and ku are the dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds of P with
respect to the layer system, respectively.
Hence, observing that j = dimP = 0 and remembering Theorem 2.1, any
combination of the signs of λ1 and λ2 leads to the total sum of dimensions
(js + ks) + (ju + ku) = 2 = dimSi,
and, therefore, P acts as a hyperbolic singularity of Si. Finally, the saddle-node
duality comes from the fact that both non-trivial eigenvalues above have no imaginary
parts.
In other words, under WFH, the slow manifold Mi is, at minimum, locally
a graph. More than that, it is the entry-point for the external dynamics to the
cylinder. Besides that, it is normally hyperbolic at its full extend, assuring then not
only persistence and well-behaved stability for its invariant compact parts, but also
thatMi is always attracting or repelling the all around (layer) dynamics. All this
nice properties comes at the low cost of WFH. Therefore, it is not a surprise that,
for every system studied below, we require at least WFH, but also always test for
SFH, whose importance will become clear when studying affine systems.
5 Constant Dynamics
Let C ⊂ Dk be the set of all piecewise smooth vector fields F with a double
discontinuity given by constant vector fields
Fi(x, y, z) = (di1, di2, di3), (23)
where dij ∈ R for all i and j. According to Theorem 4.1, the dynamics over Σx
of such a field is blow-up associated to the following dynamics over the cylinder
C = R × S1 = S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S4: over each stripe Si acts a slow-fast dynamics whose
reduced dynamics is given by{
x˙ = di1
0 = di3 cos θ − di2 sin θ , (24)
with radial slow dynamics r˙ = di2 cos θ + di3 sin θ; and layer dynamics given by{
x′ = 0
θ′ = di3 cos θ − di2 sin θ , (25)
with radial fast dynamics r′ = 0.
Besides that, for (23), we have pi = di2 and qi = di3 so that WFH is satisfied as
long as
di2 6= 0 or di3 6= 0, (26)
whereas SFH is never satisfied, since (pi)x = (qi)x = 0.
Therefore, our goal at this section is to fully describe the dynamics of (23)
over the cylinder C under the hypothesis (26). In order to do so, we are going to
systematically analyse the slow-fast systems (24)–(25) for the two cases suggested
by (26). This analysis takes place in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, resulting in Theorem 5.1
stated and exemplified at Section 5.3.
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5.1 Case di2 6= 0
In order to explicitly define the slow manifold Mi, observe that whenever
cos θ 6= 0 the second equation of (24) gives us
0 = di3 cos θ − di2 sin θ ⇔ tan θ = di3
di2
⇔ θ = arctan
(
di3
di2
)
+ npi = θi + npi,
where n ∈ Z. Therefore, without loss of generality, the slow manifold can be written
asMi = Li ∪ Lpii , where
Li = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi} and
Lpii = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi + pi} ,
which consists into two straight lines inside the cylinder C = R× [0, 2pi], as the red
part of Figure 6.
Observe that, since θi ∈
(−pi2 , pi2 ) and θi + pi ∈ (pi2 , 3pi2 ), then either Li ⊂ S1 and
Lpii ⊂ S3 or Li ⊂ S4 and Lpii ⊂ S2. In other words, this straight lines are always at
intercalated stripes. Therefore, a given stripe Si might or might not contain one
of this straight lines, depending exclusively on the value of θi.1 This completes the
qualitative analysis of the shape of the slow manifold.
θ = 0
θ = pi2
θ = pi
θ = 3pi2
θ = 2pi
Lpii
Li
Figure 6: Constant double discontinuity dynamics for di1 = 1 > 0, di2 =
0.7 > 0 and di3 = 1 > 0. At this example we have θi = arctan 10.7 ≈ 0.96.
Therefore, for example, S1 has θ = θi as an attracting visible part of the
slow manifold; whereas S2 has none.
Over both the straight lines Mi = Li ∪ Lpii , we have the one-dimensional
dynamics given by the first equation of (24), i.e., x˙ = di1. Analyzing this equation
1In particular, when di3 = 0 we have θi = 0 and, therefore, the straight lines Li and Lpii
are given by θ = 0 and θ = pi, respectively, which are part of the stripes’ boundary.
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we observe that, considering the usual growth direction of the x-axis, the dynamics
over Mi is increasing if di1 > 0 and decreasing if di1 < 0. This completes the
qualitative analysis of the reduced dynamics.
Regarding the layer dynamics, we have the layer system (25) which says that
for each fixed value of x ∈ R, we have a one-dimensional dynamics given by the
second equation of (25). In particular, assuming that cos θ > 0 and di2 > 0, then
θ′ > 0⇔ di3 cos θ − di2 sin θ > 0⇔ tan θ < di3
di2
⇔ θ < arctan
(
di3
di2
)
= θi,
since the arctangent function is strictly increasing. Likewise and under the same
conditions we have that
θ′ < 0⇔ θ > arctan
(
di3
di2
)
= θi
and, therefore, we conclude that for di2 > 0, the straight line Li is attractor of
surrounding layer dynamics and, therefore, Lpii is a repellor, as the green part of
Figure 6. An analogous study for di2 < 0 allows us to reach the results summarized
in Table 1.
di2 < 0 di2 > 0
Li repellor attractor
Lpii attractor repellor
Table 1: Layer dynamics around the straight lines Li and Lpii that compose
the slow manifoldMi = Li ∪ Lpii .
Finally, at cos θ = 0 with di2 6= 0 the reduced system (24) tells us thatMi = ∅
and, therefore, there is only the fast dynamics (25) which reduces to{
x′ = 0
θ′ = −di2 and
{
x′ = 0
θ′ = di2
for θ = pi2 and θ =
3pi
2 , respectively, whose dynamics is consistent with Table 1.
This completes the qualitative analysis of the layer dynamics and, therefore, the
qualitative analysis of this case. See Example 5.1.
5.2 Case di2 = 0
Now, the reduced system (24) can be written as{
x˙ = di1
0 = di3 cos θ
, (27)
whose slow manifold Mi is implicitly given by the equation 0 = di3 cos θ which
actually means 0 = cos θ, since we are under WFH and, therefore, di3 6= 0. In other
words,Mi = Li ∪ Lpii with Li and Lpii being the straight lines given by θ = pi2 and
θ = 3pi2 , respectively.2 The dynamics over and aroundMi behaves exactly as in the
case di2 6= 0, but exchanging di2 with di3 at Table 1.
2Here, again, the straight lines Li and Lpii are part of the boundary of the stripes.
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5.3 Theorem and Examples
Summarizing, we conclude that the dynamics over Σx for constant fields behaves
as described in the theorem below, whose proof consists in the analysis done above
in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
Theorem 5.1 (Constant Double Discontinuity Dynamics). Given F ∈ C with
constant components Fi = (di1, di2, di3) such that di2 6= 0 or di3 6= 0, let F˜ ∈ C˜
be the induced vector field by the blow-up φ1(x, θ, r) = (x, r cos θ, r sin θ). Then,
this blow-up associates the dynamics over Σx with the following dynamics over the
cylinder C = R× S1 = S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S4: over each stripe Si acts a slow-fast dynamics
whose slow manifold is given byMi = Li ∪ Lpii , where Lpii is a pi-translation of Li
in θ and
1. case di2 6= 0, then
Li =
{
(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = arctan
(
di3
di2
)}
;
2. case di2 = 0 and di3 6= 0, then
Li =
{
(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = pi2
}
;
which, in both cases, consists into two straight lines inside the cylinder C, possibly
invisible relative to Si. Over this straight lines acts the reduced dynamics x˙ = di1
and, around then, acts the layer dynamics described in Table 1, but exchanging di2
with di3 if di2 = 0.
Σx
F1
F3 F4
F2
(a) Before the blow-up.
θ = 0
θ = pi2
θ = 3pi2
θ = pi
F˜1
F˜3 F˜4
F˜2
(b) After the blow-up.
Figure 7: Slices of the system studied at Example 5.1.
Example 5.1. Let F ∈ C be given by the constant vector fields
F2(x, y, z) = (1,−1,−1), F1(x, y, z) = (1,−1, 1),
F3(x, y, z) = (1, 1,−1), F4(x, y, z) = (1, 1, 1),
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that behaves as represented at Figure 7a. Using Theorem 5.1 we can verify that,
over the cylinder C given by the blow-up of Σx, this system behaves as expected,
i.e., as represented at Figure 7b.
For instance, over the stripe S1 = R× [0, pi/2] we have
(d11, d12, d13) = F1(x, y, z) = (1,−1, 1)
such that, according to Theorem 5.1, induces over S1 a slow-fast system with
L1 ⊂M1 given by
θ = θ1 = arctan
(
d13
d12
)
= arctan
(
1
−1
)
= −pi4 ,
and, therefore, the slow manifoldM1 consists into the straight lines L1 ⊂ S4 and
Lpi1 ⊂ S2 given by θ = θ1 = −pi4 and θ = θ1 + pi = 3pi4 , respectively. In particular,
none of these lines are visible at S1. Over these lines acts the reduced dynamics
x˙ = d11 = 1. Finally, since d12 = −1 < 0, then L1 is repellor and Lpi1 is attractor of
surrounding layer dynamics, according to Table 1.
Therefore, we conclude that the dynamics generated by F1 over the whole
cylinder C behaves as represented in Figure 8. In particular, the dynamics over the
stripe S1 behaves as represented in Figure 7b. The dynamics over the other stripes
can be similarly verified to be as represented.
θ = 0
θ = pi2
θ = pi
θ = 3pi2
θ = 2pi
L1
Lpi1
Figure 8: Dynamics over C generated by the field F1 studied at Example 5.1.
The dynamics over S1 behaves as represented in Figure 7b.
6 Affine Dynamics
Let A ⊂ Dk be the set of all piecewise smooth vector fields F with a double
discontinuity given by affine vector fields
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Fi(x, y, z) = (ai1x+ bi1y + ci1z + di1,
ai2x+ bi2y + ci2z + di2,
ai3x+ bi3y + ci3z + di3),
(28)
where aij , bij , cij , dij ∈ R for all i and j. According to Theorem 4.1, the dynamics
over Σx of such a field is blow-up associated to the following dynamics over the
cylinder C = R× S1 = S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S4: over each stripe Si acts a slow-fast dynamics
whose reduced dynamics is given by{
x˙ = ai1x+ di1
0 = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ − (ai2x+ di2) sin θ , (29)
with radial slow dynamics r˙ = (ai2x+di2) cos θ+(ai3x+di3) sin θ; and layer dynamics
given by {
x′ = 0
θ′ = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ − (ai2x+ di2) sin θ , (30)
with radial fast dynamics r′ = 0.
Besides that, for (28), we have pi = ai2x+ di2 and qi = ai3x+ di3 so that WFH
is satisfied as long as
ai2x+ di2 6= 0 or ai3x+ di3 6= 0, (31)
whereas, since (pi)x = ai2 and (qi)x = ai3, then SFH is satisfied as long as
0 6= pi(qi)x − qi(pi)x =
= (ai2x+ di2)ai3 − (ai3x+ di3)ai2 =
= ai3di2 − ai2di3 =: γi,
(32)
which not only assures the fundamental hypothesis, but also avoids the already
studied constant case, as we will see below.
As in the constant case, our goal at this section is to fully describe the dynamics
of (28) over the cylinder C under the hypothesis (32). In order to do so, we are going
to systematically analyse the slow-fast systems (29)–(30) for the cases suggested by
(31) and outlined at Table 2.
ai2x+ di2 6= 0 ai2x+ di2 = 0
ai2 6= 0 A B
ai2 = 0 C D
Table 2: Division (28) dynamics into study cases.
Observe that case (B) actually complements case (A). Moreover, observe that
at case (D) we have ai2 = 0 and di2 = 0 which implies the absurd γi = 0. Therefore,
cases (A) and (B) complement it other and will be studied at Section 6.1; case (C)
will be studied at Section 6.2. The resulting Theorem 6.1 is stated and exemplified
at Section 6.3.
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6.1 Case ai2 6= 0
Let’s start with case (A), i.e., assume that ai2 6= 0 and ai2x+ di2 6= 0. In order
to explicitly defineMi, observe that whenever cos θ 6= 0 the second equation of (29)
gives us
0 = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ − (ai2x+ di2) sin θ ⇔
⇔ tan θ = ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
=: h(x)⇔
⇔ θ = arctan
(
ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
)
+ npi = θi (x) + npi,
where n ∈ Z. Therefore, without loss of generality, the slow manifold can be written
asMi = Hi ∪Hpii , where
Hi = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)} and
Hpii = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x) + pi} ,
which consists into two arctangent-normalized hyperboles inside the cylinder C =
R× S1. In fact, since ai2 6= 0, then h(x) is a hyperbole such that
d
dx
h(x) = d
dx
[
ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
]
= ai3di2 − di3ai2(ai2x+ di2)2 =
γi
(ai2x+ di2)2
or, in other words, it is an increasing hyperbole if γi > 0 and decreasing if γi < 03.
Besides that, observe that h(x) has a vertical asymptote at
ai2x+ di2 = 0⇔ x = −di2
ai2
=: αi
which satisfies
lim
x→α±
i
h(x) = ∓∞ and lim
x→α±
i
h(x) = ±∞
if γi > 0 and γi < 0, respectively; and h(x) has a horizontal asymptote at
lim
x→±∞h(x) = limx→±∞
(
ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
)
= ai3
ai2
.
Translating the information above about the hyperbole h(x) to the arctangent-
normalized hyperbole Hi, we get that it
• is an increasing curve if γi > 0 and decreasing if γi < 0;
• has a vertical asymptote at x = αi which satisfies
lim
x→α±
i
θi(x) = ∓pi2 and limx→α±
i
θi(x) = ±pi2
if γi > 0 and γi < 0, respectively;
3If γi = 0, then h(x) is a constant function and, therefore, Hi and Hpii are straight lines.
In other words, the constant case is recovered.
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• has a horizontal asymptote at θ = arctan
(
ai3
ai2
)
=: βi.
More precisely, the hyperbole Hi behave as the red part of Figure 9a. However,
putting together the hyperboles Hi and Hpii we get that they actually behave as two
arctangent-like curves as represented at Figure 9b.
−pi2
0
pi
2
βi
x = αi x = δi
P
(a) Hyperbole Hi.
P
Ppi
0
βi
pi
2
pi
βi + pi
3pi
2
2pi
(b) Hyperboles Hi and Hpii together at the cylinder C forming the
arctangents Ai and Apii .
Figure 9: Affine double discontinuity dynamics for ai1 = 1, di1 = −1, ai2 = 1,
di2 = 1, ai3 = 1 and di3 = 0. At this example we have αi = −1, βi = pi4 and
δi = 1. Therefore, for example, S1 has part of the hyperbole Hi as a visible
part of the slow manifold; whereas S2 has only part of Apii visible.
These arctangent-like curves will be denoted by Ai and Apii . Based on the analysis
done before, we conclude that they are given by
Ai = {(x, θ) ∈ [−∞, αi]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x) + pi}∪
∪ {(x, θ) ∈ [αi,+∞]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)} ,
Apii = {(x, θ) ∈ [−∞, αi]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)}∪
∪ {(x, θ) ∈ [αi,+∞]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x) + pi} ,
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and, therefore, on one hand, Ai is an arctangent-like curve with θ = βi+pi and θ = βi
as negative and positive4 horizontal asymptotes, respectively; on the other hand,
Apii is an arctangent-like curve with θ = βi and θ = βi + pi as negative and positive
horizontal asymptotes, respectively.5 Moreover, because of the very definition of
βi, the positioning of the asymptotes inside the cylinder behaves similarly as the
straight lines Li and Lpii in Section 5. This completes the qualitative analysis of the
shape of the slow manifold and, from now on we will writeMi = Ai ∪Apii .
Over both the arctangentsMi = Ai∪Apii , we have the one-dimensional dynamics
given by the first equation of (29), i.e., x˙ = ai1x+ di1. Analyzing this equation we
observe that, if ai1 6= 0, then there are hyperbolic critical points at
x = −di1
ai1
=: δi,
being these points attractors if ai1 < 0 and repellers if ai1 > 0, as represented at
Figure 9b. Since we are under SFH, then Corollary 4.4 tells us that, in this case,
these hyperbolic singularities are actually hyperbolic singularities of the whole stripe
Si. If ai1 = 0, then there is no critical point and the dynamics overMi is exactly as
in the constant case described in Section 5. This completes the qualitative analysis
of the reduced dynamics.
Regarding the layer dynamics, we have the layer system (30) which says that for
each fixed value of x ∈ R, we have a one-dimensional dynamics given by the second
equation of (30). In particular, assuming that cos θ > 0 and ai2x+ di2 > 0, then
θ′ > 0⇔ θ < θi(x),
since the arctangent function is strictly increasing. Likewise, and under the same
conditions we have that
θ′ < 0⇔ θ > θi(x),
and, therefore, we conclude that for ai2x + di2 > 0, the piece of curve θ = θi(x)
is attractor of the all around dynamics and, therefore, θ = θi(x) + pi is repellor.
Moreover, if ai2 > 0, then ai2x + di2 > 0 happens for x > αi; if ai2 < 0, then
ai2x+di2 > 0 happens for x < αi. Completing this analysis and comparing with the
definition of Ai and Apii we reach the results summarized at Table 3 and represented
as the green part of Figure 9. Moreover, at cos θ = 0 with ai2 6= 0 and ai2x+di2 6= 0,
(30) give us the layer systems{
x′ = 0
θ′ = −(ai2x+ di2) and
{
x′ = 0
θ′ = ai2x+ di2
for θ = pi2 and θ =
3pi
2 , respectively, whose dynamics is consistent with Table 3. This
completes the qualitative analysis of the layer dynamics for case (A).
Now, lets consider the case (B), which complements the case (A) studied above
defining the missing dynamics over ai2x+ di2 = 0 (⇔ x = αi) with ai2 6= 0. At this
case, the reduced system (29) becomes
4Where negative means x→ −∞ and positive means x→ +∞.
5In particular, when ai3 = 0 we have βi = 0 and, therefore, the horizontal asymptotes
are given by θ = 0 and θ = pi, which are part of the stripes’ boundary.
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ai2 < 0 ai2 > 0
Ai repellor attractor
Apii attractor repellor
Table 3: Layer dynamics around the arctangents Ai and Apii that compose
the slow manifoldMi = Ai ∪Apii .
{
x˙ = ai1x+ di1
0 = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ
,
whose slow manifoldMi is implicitly given by the equation 0 = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ
which actually means 0 = cos θ, since we are under SFH and, therefore ai3x+di3 6= 0.
In other words, Mi =
{(
αi,
pi
2
)
,
(
αi,
3pi
2
)}
. Over these points acts the dynamics
x˙ = ai1x+ di1, which is consistent with case (A). Regarding the fast dynamics, we
have the layer system{
x′ = 0
θ′ = (ai3x+ di3) cos θ
 
{
x′ = 0
θ′ = − γiai2 cos θ
,
since x = αi, which can be easily verified to be consistent with the layer dynamics
given by Table 3 and, therefore, it is consistent with case (A). Therefore, we conclude
that case whole (B) is consistent with case (A). In other words, the dynamics over
the asymptote ai2x+ di2 = 0 agree with the all around dynamics.
6.2 Case ai2 = 0
For case (C), remember that we have ai2 = 0 and ai2x + di2 6= 0 implying
di2 6= 0. Therefore, everything at the beginning of Section 6.1 is true. However,
whenever cos θ 6= 0, the explicit expression for the slow manifoldMi is now
θ = arctan
(
ai3x+ di3
di2
)
+ npi = θi(x) + npi,
where n ∈ Z. Therefore, without loss of generality, the slow manifold can be written
asMi = Ai ∪Apii , where
Ai = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)} and
Apii = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x) + pi} ,
which consists into two arctangent-like curves inside the cylinder C = R × S1 as
the red part of Figure 10. In fact, since ai2 = 0, then h(x) is a straight line and,
therefore,
θ = θi(x) = arctan (h(x))
is an arctangent curve. Besides that, we have
d
dx
h(x) = γi(ai2x+ di2)2
= γi
d2i2
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and, therefore, Ai and Apii are increasing curves if γi > 0 and decreasing if γi < 06.
Moreover, since
lim
x→±∞ θi(x) = limx→±∞
[
arctan
(
ai3x+ di3
di2
)]
=
= arctan
[
lim
x→±∞
(
ai3x+ di3
di2
)]
=
= arctan
[
± sgn
(
ai3
di2
)
∞
]
=
= ± sgn
(
ai3
di2
)
pi
2 = ± sgn
(
γi
d2i2
)
pi
2 =
= ± sgn (γi)pi2 =: σi±,
then Ai has σi− and σi+ as negative and positive horizontal asymptote, respectively;
while Apii has σi+ and σi− as negative and positive horizontal asymptote, respectively.
This completes the qualitative analysis of the shape of the slow manifold.
0
σi+
pi
σi−
2pi
Ppi
P
Figure 10: Affine double discontinuity dynamics for ai1 = 1, di1 = −1, ai2 = 0,
di2 = 1, ai3 = 1 and di3 = 1. At this example we have δi = 1 and σi± = ±pi2 .
Over both the arctangentsMi = Ai∪Apii , we have the one-dimensional dynamics
given by the first equation of (29), i.e., x˙ = ai1x+ di1 which behaves as described
in Section 6.1. This completes the qualitative analysis of the reduced dynamics.
Regarding the layer dynamics, a completely analogous analysis such as that
made for the previous cases allows us to conclude that it behaves as described in
Table 3, including the case cos θ = 0, but exchanging ai2 with di2.
6Again, if γi = 0 (⇔ ai3 = 0), then h(x) is a constant function and, therefore, Ai and
Apii are straight lines. In other words, the constant case is recovered.
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6.3 Theorem and Examples
Summarizing, we conclude that the dynamics over Σx for affine fields behaves
as described in the theorem below, whose proof consists in the analysis done above.
Theorem 6.1 (Affine Double Discontinuity Dynamics). Given F ∈ A with affine
components Fi given by (28) and such that γi 6= 0, let F˜ ∈ A˜ be the induced vector
field by the blow-up φ1(x, θ, r) = (x, r cos θ, r sin θ). Then, this blow-up associates
the dynamics over Σx with the following dynamics over the cylinder C = R× S1 =
S1 ∪ . . . ∪ S4: over each stripe Si acts a slow-fast dynamics whose slow manifold is
given byMi = Ai ∪Apii , where Apii is a pi-translation of Ai in θ and
1. case ai2 6= 0, then
Ai = {(x, θ) ∈ [−∞, αi]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x) + pi}∪
∪ {(x, θ) ∈ [αi,+∞]× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)}
with θi(x) = arctan
(
ai3x+di3
ai2x+di2
)
, which consists into an arctangent-like curve
inside the cylinder C with θ = βi + pi and θ = βi as negative and positive
horizontal asymptotes, respectively;
2. case ai2 = 0, then
Ai = {(x, θ) ∈ R× [0, 2pi] ; θ = θi(x)}
with θi(x) = arctan
(
ai3x+di3
di2
)
, which consists into an arctangent-like curve
inside the cylinder C with θ = σi− and θ = σi+ as negative and positive
horizontal asymptotes, respectively.
Both arctangents are increasing if γi > 0 and decreasing if γi < 0. Over then
acts the reduced dynamics x˙ = ai1x+ di1 and, around then, acts the layer dynamics
described in Table 3, but exchanging ai2 with di2 if ai2 = 0. Finally, the new
parameters above are given by αi = − di2ai2 , βi = arctan
(
ai3
ai2
)
, γi = ai3di2 − di3ai2,
δi = − di1ai1 and σi± = ± sgn (γi)pi2 .
Example 6.1. Let F ∈ A be given by affine vector fields such that
F2 :
a21 d21a22 d22
a23 d23
 =
 1 −2−1 1
−1 0
 , F1 :
a11 d11a12 d12
a13 d13
 =
−1 2−1 1
1 0
 ,
F3 :
a31 d31a32 d32
a33 d33
 =
 1 −21 1
−1 0
 , F4 :
a41 d41a42 d42
a43 d43
 =
−1 21 1
1 0
 ,
with parameters cij ’s and dij ’s arbitrary since, according to Theorem 6.1, they only
affect the dynamics outside the cylinder. Using this theorem we can also verify that,
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Q1
R1 0
pi
2
pi
3pi
2
2pi
Figure 11: Dynamics over C generated by the field F studied at Example 6.1.
over the cylinder C given by the blow-up of Σx, the system has a single slow cycle
as represented at Figure 11.
For instance, according to Theorem 6.1, the field F1 induces a slow-fast system
whose slow manifold M1 = A1 ∪ Api1 consists into arctangents with horizontal
asymptotes
θ = β1 = arctan
(
a13
a12
)
= arctan (−1) = −pi4
at S4 and θ = β1 + pi = 3pi4 at S2. Besides that, since
γ1 = a13d12 − a12d13 = 1
then these arctangents are increasing. Therefore, we conclude thatM1 ∩ S1 ⊂ Api1
and it transversally crosses S1 as represented at the lowest stripe of Figure 11 from
R1 to Q1, where the point Q1 is given by
pi
2 = θ1(x) = arctan
(
ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
)
= arctan
(
x
−x+ 1
)
,
which happens when x→ 1−; and the point R1 is given by
0 = θ1(x) = arctan
(
ai3x+ di3
ai2x+ di2
)
= arctan
(
x
−x+ 1
)
,
which happens when x → 0+. Dynamically it also goes R1 → Q1, since over
M1 ∩ S1 acts the reduced dynamics x˙ = −x + 2, which has x = 2 as a stable
singularity. Finally, since a12 = −1 < 0 andM1 ∩ S1 ⊂ Api1 , thenM1 ∩ S1 attracts
the surrounding layer dynamics, according to Table 3.
Therefore, we conclude that the dynamics generated by F1 over the stripe S1 in
fact behaves as represented at Figure 11. The dynamics over the other stripes can
be similarly verified to be as represented.
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Corollary 6.1. Every F ∈ A with γi 6= 0 can induce at most one slow cycle over
the cylinder.
Proof. Given a stripe Si, according to Theorem 6.1 the arctangents that forms the
slow manifoldMi can either have a horizontal asymptote inside Si or not.
If a horizontal asymptote is inside Si, then a slow cycle construction is impossible,
even if the asymptote is at one of the borders of Si, sinceMi don’t cross transversally
both borders of Si.
However, if no horizontal asymptote is inside Si, then a construction similar to
that realized at Example 6.1 can occur. Finally, no more than one slow cycle can
occur, since the arctangents are strictly monotonous and, therefore, transversally
crosses Si at most once.
7 Structural Stability
Let F ∈ Dk be a piecewise smooth vector field with a double discontinuity given
by affine vector fields (28). The theorems obtained in the previous sections fully
describe the affine double discontinuity dynamics over the cylinder C of the induced
vector field F˜ ∈ D˜k. As an application, we would like to use this knowledge to study
its structural stability. The first step in this process consist into defining a concept
of structural stability for the systems that we are studying. In order to do so, we
are going to mimic the classic definition for the regular case, R(U, h), found at [17]:
Definition 7.1. Let F,G ∈ Rk(U, h) with Σ = h−1(0). We say that F and G
are topologically equivalent and denote F ∼ G if, and only if, there exists a
homeomorphism ϕ : U → U that keeps Σ invariant and takes orbits of F into
orbits of G preserving the orientation of time. From this definition the concept of
structural stability in Rk(U, h) is naturally obtained.
The previous definitions can be easily extended to Dk. In fact, on the one hand,
systems in Rk(U, h) have a single subset which should be kept invariant, Σ = h−1(0);
on the other hand, systems in Dk have a set of subsets
I = {Σ12,Σ23,Σ34,Σ14,Σx}
which should be kept invariants by topological equivalence. Therefore, a direct
substitution gives us the following definitions:
Definition 7.2. Let F,G ∈ Dk. We say that F and G are topologically equiva-
lent and denote F ∼ G if, and only if, there exists a homeomorphism ϕ : R3 → R3
that keeps every I ∈ I invariant and takes orbits of F into orbits of G preserving
the orientation of time. From this definition the concept of structural stability in
Dk is naturally obtained.
For the blow-up induced vector fields, D˜k, the set of invariant subsets is given
by
I˜ = {Σ˜12, Σ˜23, Σ˜34, Σ˜14, C}
and, therefore, we define:
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Definition 7.3. Let F˜, G˜ ∈ D˜k. We say that F˜ and G˜ are topologically equiv-
alent and denote F˜ ∼ G˜ if, and only if, there exists a homeomorphism ϕ˜ :
R × S1 × R+ → R × S1 × R+ that keeps every I ∈ I˜ invariant and takes or-
bits of F˜ into orbits of G˜ preserving the orientation of time. From this definition
the concept of structural stability in D˜k is naturally obtained.
Now, let F˜, G˜ ∈ D˜k be topologically equivalent by a homeomorphism ϕ˜. In
this case, we have that ϕ˜
∣∣
I
with I ∈ I˜ are too homeomorphisms taking orbits into
orbits and preserving the orientation of time. In other words, the existence of these
homeomorphisms is a necessary condition for the topological equivalence. More
precisely:
Proposition 7.1. If F˜ ∼ G˜, then F˜∣∣
I
∼ G˜∣∣
I
for every I ∈ I˜.
We are interested on the dynamics over the cylinder C. Therefore, given F ∈ Dk,
we look for necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the structural stability of F˜
∣∣
C
.
Beyond the intrinsic interest, given Proposition 7.1 above, such conditions shall also
reveal relevant information on the structural stability of F˜ and, therefore, on the
structural stability of F. In fact, from Proposition 7.1 follows the result below.
Corollary 7.1. If F˜ is structurally stable, then F˜
∣∣
I
is structurally stable for every
I ∈ I˜.
Proof. Given I ∈ I˜, let W˜ ⊂ Dk be an open neighborhood of F˜. Observe that
W˜∣∣
I
=
{
H˜
∣∣
I
; H˜ ∈ W˜}
is an open neighborhood of F˜
∣∣
I
.
Therefore, if F˜
∣∣
I
wasn’t structurally stable, would exist G˜
∣∣
I
∈ W˜∣∣
I
such that
F˜
∣∣
I
 G˜
∣∣
I
and, therefore, from Proposition 7.1 would follow that G˜  F˜, then
implying that F˜ wouldn’t be structurally stable.
Thus, from now on we’ll exclusively study conditions for the structural stability
of F˜
∣∣
C
. In order to do so, remember that over C acts a regular Filippov dynamics
whose switching manifold is formed by the elements of
I˜C =
{
Σ0,Σpi2 ,Σpi,Σ 3pi2
}
,
where Σθ = {(x, θ); x ∈ R}. Therefore, without loss of generality for the previous
results, it is natural to adopt the following definitions of equivalence and stability
for C:
Definition 7.4. Let F˜, G˜ ∈ D˜k. We say that F˜ and G˜ are C-topologically
equivalent and denote F˜ ∼c G˜ if, and only if, there exists a homeomorphism
ϕ˜ : C → C that keeps every I ∈ I˜C invariant and takes orbits of F˜
∣∣
C
into orbits
of G˜
∣∣
C
preserving the orientation of time. From this definition the concept of
C-structural stability is naturally obtained.
Although global and naturally derived from the regular case, C-structural
stability as presented above is still a fairly complex property to proof and, in fact,
to the knowledge of the authors it is an open problem to characterize it through
simple conditions and, therefore, shall be treated on future works.
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However, many of the difficulties found at characterizing C-structural stability
comes from its global aspect. In fact, conditions for a semi-local approach can be
found at [1] and, in order to apply this results, a regular and compact Filippov
section of the cylinder C must be taken.
S+
S−
X+
X−
Σθ0
K
Figure 12: Regular Filippov system X = (X−,X+) defined at a rectangular
compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C− with switching manifold Σθ0 .
More precisely, given F ∈ Dk and two consecutive stripes C+ and C− meeting
at a straight line Σθ0 ∈ I˜C , let X+ and X− be the smooth vector fields induced over
C+ ∩K and C− ∩K, respectively, as described at the previous sections and where
K ⊂ C+ ∪C− is a rectangular compact, see Figure 12. Observe that X = (X−,X+)
is a regular and compact Filippov system with switching manifold Σθ0 .
Then, a direct application of Theorem B at [1, p. 5] and the Proposition
at [13, p. 122] give us the following result:
Proposition 7.2. Given F ∈ Dk, two consecutive stripes C+ and C− and a
rectangular compact K ⊂ C+ ∪C−, then the induced Filippov system X = (X−,X+)
is structurally stable inside K if, and only if, the following sets of conditions are
satisfied:
(I) X+ and X− are robustly7 Morse-Smale, i.e., they have:
(C.1) finitely many critical elements8, all hyperbolic;
(C.2) no saddle-connections;
(C.3) only critical elements as non-wandering points;
(II) X+ and X− robustly satisfies that:
(C.4) none of them vanishes at a point of Σθ0 ;
(C.5) they are tangent to Σθ0 at only finitely many points with both never
tangent at the same point;
(C.6) they are colinear at only finitely many points;
7In other words, the property is stable under small perturbations.
8Singularities and periodic orbits.
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(III) X have:
(C.7) only hyperbolic periodic orbits;
(C.8) no separatrix-connections or relations;
(C.9) only trivial recurrent orbits.
Observe that (I) refers only to the usual dynamics of X+ and X− over the
smooth parts. On the other hand, (II) considers only the values of X+ and X− over
the switching manifold Σθ0 . Finally, only (III) refers to the actual Filippov dynamics
of X. With that in mind, over the next, and final sections, we will apply Theorem 5.1
and Theorem 6.1 to analyse this conditions for the particular cases of constant and
affine double discontinuities, respectively, and therefore derive semi-local structural
stability theorems or, more precisely:
Definition 7.5. We say that F ∈ Dk is (I,K)-semi-local structurally stable
if, and only if, the induced Filippov system X = (X−,X+) is structurally stable
inside a rectangular compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C−, where C+ and C− are two consecutive
stripes meeting at I ∈ I˜C .
In fact, given the bifurcation described below, it is natural to study the constant
and affine cases separately, since the first is always structurally unstable inside the
last one. More precisely:
Proposition 7.3. Every F ∈ C is structurally unstable as an element of A.
Proof. Let F ∈ C ⊂ Dk be a piecewise smooth vector field with a double discontinuity
given by constant vector fields
Fi(x, y, z) = (di1, di2, di3),
where dij ∈ R for all i and j.
Assume, without loss of generality, that di1 > 0. Then, according to Theorem 5.1,
over the slow manifold we have the dynamics x˙ = di1. As di1 > 0, then it is strictly
increasing and, in particular, has no singularities.
However, considering F as an element of A ⊂ Dk and, in particular, perturbing
Fi inside A with ai1 6= 0, then we would now have the dynamics x˙ = ai1x+ di1 over
the slow manifold. As di1 > 0 and ai1 6= 0, then it does now have a single singularity
at x = δi and, besides that, half of its stability was inverted when compared with
the unperturbed dynamics.
In other words, F as an element of A violates the robustness of condition (C.1)
of Proposition 7.2 and, therefore, is structurally unstable.
7.1 Constant Dynamics
Let F ∈ C be a piecewise smooth vector field with a double discontinuity given
by constant vector fields
Fi(x, y, z) = (di1, di2, di3), (33)
with di2 6= 0 or di3 6= 0. Remember that, in this case, Theorem 5.1 provides a full
description of the dynamics of (33) and, therefore, we would like to combine it with
Proposition 7.2 to derive a semi-local structural stability theorem.
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In order to apply this results, given Σθ0 ∈ I˜C , let X = (X−,X+) be the
Filippov system induced by (33) in a rectangular compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C−, where
C+ and C− are two consecutive stripes meeting at Σθ0 as represented at Figure 12.
According to Theorem 5.1, the following are the possible categories of dynamics for
a stripe Si ∈ {C+, C−}, which we now analyse against conditions (C.1) — (C.5) of
Proposition 7.2 case by case in order to discover those that can possibly generate
structural stable systems, henceforth called candidates:
1. di2 6= 0:
(a) di3 6= 0:
One, and only one, of the straight lines Li or Lpii is visible inside the
stripe. Hence, if di1 = 0, then we have a continuum of singularities, i.e., a
violation of condition (C.1). However, if di1 6= 0, then no critical elements
are present and, therefore (C.1) and (C.2) validates. About (C.3), since
the slow manifold acts as α or ω-limit of the surrounding dynamics, then
it also validates if di1 6= 0. Even more, since over the borders of Si there
is only transversal layer dynamics, then (C.4) and (C.5) also validates.
Finally, observe that, invoking theorems such as continuity theorems
and Thom Transversality Theorem, we easily conclude the robustness
of the properties validated above when perturbing inside C. Therefore,
this case is a candidate if, and only if, di1 6= 0.
(b) di3 = 0:
The only difference between this case and the previous is the fact that,
now, one of straight lines Li or Lpii is over one of the borders of the
stripe Si and, therefore, (C.5) is possibly violated, whatever di1. More
specifically, if Li or Lpii coincides with Σθ0 , then we have instability;
otherwise, we have a candidate.
2. di2 = 0 and di3 6= 0:
This case is similar to the previous one (di2 6=0 and di3 = 0): whatever di1, if
Li or Lpii coincides with Σθ0 , then we have instability; otherwise, we have a
candidate.
The analysis of the remaining conditions (C.6) — (C.9) requires the combined
dynamics of the stripes C+ and C−. Therefore, in order to decide stability, we shall
now analyse all the combinations of candidates obtained above, and summarized at
Table 4, against these conditions.
di2 6= 0 di2 = 0
di3 6= 0 di1 6= 0 θi 6= θ0
di3 = 0 θi 6= θ0 unstable
Table 4: Conditions under which the stripe Si is a semi-local structural
stability candidate.
Actually, most of the remaining conditions can be easily dropped. In fact,
according to Theorem 5.1, none of the candidates have periodic orbits and, besides
that, because of the α and ω-limit nature ofMi, an orbit that enters Si never touches
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the same border again and, therefore, (C.7) always validates, because there isn’t
period orbits. Likewise, there isn’t singularities, usual or not and, therefore, there
isn’t separatrix-connections or relations, i.e., (C.8) always validates. Finally, as long
as di1 6= 0, Poincaré-Bendixson Theorem assures that no non-trivial recurrent orbits
can happen inside Si and, besides that, again because of the α and ω-limit nature of
Mi, neither can they happen thought the switching manifold and, therefore, (C.9)
also always validates. At this point, the following theorem has been proved:
Theorem 7.1 (Constant Double Discontinuity Stability). Let F ∈ C be given by
Fi(x, y, z) = (di1, di2, di3) with di2 6= 0 or di3 6= 0. Given Σθ0 ∈ I˜C , let X =
(X−,X+) be the Filippov system induced around Σθ0 and inside a rectangular
compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C−, where C+ and C− are two consecutive stripes meeting at
Σθ0 . Then, F is (Σθ0 ,K)-semi-local structurally stable in C if, and only if, X+ and
X− satisfies at least one the conditions
1. di1di2di3 6= 0; or
2. di1 6= 0, d2i2 + d2i3 6= 0 and θi 6= θ0;
and, additionally, X+ and X− are non-colinear over Σθ0 , except at finitely many
points.
Example 7.1. Let’s see an example of instability around the discontinuity manifold
Σpi
2
∈ I˜C of the cylinder generated by constant vector fields. More precisely, take
F ∈ C with
F1(x, y, z) = (1,−1, 1) and F2(x, y, z) = (−1, 1, 1),
whose dynamics over the stripes S1 ∪ S2, represented at Figure 13 below, can be
determined as in Example 5.1 using Theorem 5.1.
Since d11d12d13 = −1 6= 0 and d21d22d23 = −1 6= 0, then the first part of
Theorem 7.1 is satisfied. However, the induced dynamics X1 and X2 over the stripes
S1 and S2, respectively, are colinear over their whole intersection, the discontinuity
manifold Σpi
2
.
In fact, as represented at Figure 13a, for F1 the slow manifold consists of the
straight lines given by θ = θ1 = −pi4 and θ = θ1 + pi = 3pi4 ; over then acts the
increasing dynamics x˙ = 1. Besides that, the first line is repellor and, the second,
attractor of the allround dynamics. On the other hand, as represented at Figure 13b,
for F2 the slow manifold consists of the straight lines given by θ = θ2 = pi4 and
θ = θ1 + pi = 5pi4 ; over then acts the decreasing dynamics x˙ = −1. Besides that, the
first line is attractor and, the second, repellor of the surrounding layer dynamics. In
other words, the only differences between their dynamics is a pi-translation in θ and
inverse stability.
This symmetry assures the colinearity of X1 and X2 over Σpi2 , as represented
at Figure 13c. Hence, the final part of Theorem 7.1 is violated and, therefore, this
configuration is structurally unstable around Σpi
2
, whatever the rectangular compact
K considered. Geometrically, the instability here comes from the fact that each
point of colinearity is associated with a pseudo-singularity of the sliding vector field
of the Filippov system X = (X1,X2) and, at our configuration we have a continuum
of them. This whole continuum of pseudo-singularities can be easily destroyed by
perturbing any of associated vector fields.
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(a) X1 (b) X2
(c) X = (X1,X2)
Figure 13: Dynamics over the stripes S1 ∪ S2 generated by the fields studied
at Example 7.1.
7.2 Affine Dynamics
Let F ∈ A be a piecewise smooth vector field with a double discontinuity given
by affine vector fields
Fi(x, y, z) = (ai1x+ bi1y + ci1z + di1,
ai2x+ bi2y + ci2z + di2,
ai3x+ bi3y + ci3z + di3),
(34)
with γi 6= 0. Remember that, in this case, Theorem 6.1 provides a full description
of the dynamics of (34) and, therefore, as in the previous section, we would like to
combine it with Proposition 7.2 to derive a semi-local structural stability theorem.
In order to apply this results, given Σθ0 ∈ I˜C , let X = (X−,X+) be the
Filippov system induced by (34) in a rectangular compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C−, where
C+ and C− are two consecutive stripes meeting at Σθ0 as represented at Figure 12.
According to Theorem 6.1, the following are the possible categories of dynamics for
a stripe Si ∈ {C+, C−}, which we now analyse against conditions (C.1) — (C.5) of
Proposition 7.2 case by case in order to discover those that can possibly generate
structural stable systems, i.e., the candidates:
1. ai2 6= 0:
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(a) ai3 6= 0:
The characterizing property of this case is the fact that βi 6= 0 and,
therefore, the horizontal asymptotes resides inside the stripes, possibly
even Si. As a consequence, there is always a visible part of the slow
manifold inside Si. Hence, if ai1 = 0 and di1 = 0, then we have a
continuum of singularities; if ai1 = 0 and di1 6= 0, then we have a similar
bifurcation to that described at Proposition 7.3 when perturbing. Either
way, (C.1) is violated. However, if ai1 6= 0, then Corollary 4.4 assures
the existence of at most one robust singularity P, always hyperbolic and,
therefore, (C.1) and (C.2) validates, since obviously the is no periodic
orbits inside Si. As in the constant case, the α or ω-limit nature of the
slow manifold also assures (C.3). For (C.4) and (C.5), observe that the
fast dynamics is always transversal and, therefore, we only need the
additional condition P 6∈ Σθ0 . Finally, as in the constant case, invoking
theorems such as continuity theorems and Thom Transversality Theorem,
we easily conclude the robustness of the properties validated above when
perturbing inside A. Therefore, this case is a candidate if, and only if,
ai1 6= 0 and P 6∈ Σθ0 .
(b) ai3 = 0:
The only difference between this case and the previous is the fact that
βi = 0 and, therefore, the horizontal asymptotes are exactly at the
borders θ = 0 and θ = pi of the stripes. However, since we are working
inside a rectangular compact set K, then the same arguments of the
previous case applies here.
2. ai2 = 0:
Finally, the only difference between this case and the previous (ai2 6= 0 and
ai3 = 0) is the fact that now the horizontal asymptotes are exactly at the
borders θ = pi/2 and θ = 3pi/2 of the stripes. Therefore, the same arguments
applies.
The analysis of the remaining conditions (C.6) — (C.9) requires the combined
dynamics of the stripes C+ and C−. Therefore, in order to decide stability, we
need to analyse all the combinations of candidates obtained above against these
conditions. Generally, it is fairly easy to perform this analysis given a specific
combination. However, a translation of this final conditions to parametric ones,
although possible, would lead to a relatively big number9 of conditions that, worse
than that, would carry little to none geometrical meaning. Hence, leaving this final
conditions “untranslated” is a better approach and, therefore, the following theorem
has been proved:
Theorem 7.2 (Affine Double Discontinuity Stability). Let F ∈ A be given by (34)
with γi 6= 0. Given Σθ0 ∈ I˜C , let X = (X−,X+) be the Filippov system induced
around Σθ0 and inside a rectangular compact K ⊂ C+ ∪ C−, where C+ and C− are
two consecutive stripes meeting at Σθ0 . Then, F is (Σθ0 ,K)-semi-local structurally
stable in A if, and only if, X+ and X− satisfies
9More specifically, Theorem 6.1 give us a normal form with 8 possible dynamics for
each stripe. Combining them 2 by 2 (with repetition) leave us with 36 combinations. Even
if half of the combinations lead to a repeating condition, we would still be left with 18
conditions!
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1. ai1 6= 0 and P 6∈ Σθ0 , where P is the only singularity of X±;
2. conditions (C.6) — (C.9) of Proposition 7.2.
Example 7.2. Let’s see an example of instability around the discontinuity manifold
Σ0 ∈ I˜C of the cylinder generated by affine vector fields. More precisely, take F ∈ A
with F4 and F1 affine vector fields given by (34) such that
F4 :
a41 d41a42 d42
a43 d43
 =
−1 10 −1
1 0
 and F1 :
a11 d11a12 d12
a13 d13
 =
1 −10 1
1 0
 ,
whose dynamics over the stripes S4 ∪ S1, represented at Figure 14 below, can be
determined as in Example 6.1 using Theorem 6.1.
P4
Q4
(a) X4
P1
Q1
(b) X1
P1
P4
Q
(c) X = (X4,X1) (d) X = (X4,X1) with r > 0
Figure 14: Dynamics over the stripes S4 ∪ S1 generated by the fields studied
at Example 7.2.
Regarding F4, since a42 = 0 and γ4 = −1 < 0, then Theorem 6.1 tells us that
the slow manifold is a decreasing arctangent with horizontal asymptotes θ = −pi/2
and θ = pi/2, as represented at Figure 14a. This manifold crosses the line θ = θ0 = 0
at x ∈ R such that
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0 = θ0 = θ4(x) = arctan
(
a43x+ d43
d42
)
= arctan (−x)⇔ x = 0,
i.e., at the point Q4 = (0, 0). Besides that, over the slow manifold acts the dynamics
x˙ = −x+ 1 whose only singularity at the point
P4 = (δ4, θ4(δ4)) = (1, arctan (−1)) =
(
1,−pi4
)
,
is stable, since a41 < 0. Even more, since a42 = 0 and d42 < 0 then, according to
Table 3, the slow manifold repels the layer dynamics around. Therefore, remembering
of Corollary 4.4 we conclude that P4, as a singularity of X4, is a hyperbolic saddle.
On the other hand, regarding F1, since a12 = 0 and γ1 = 1 > 0, then Theorem 6.1
tells us that the slow manifold is a decreasing arctangent with horizontal asymptotes
θ = −pi/2 and θ = pi/2, as represented at Figure 14b. This manifold crosses the line
θ = θ0 = 0 at x ∈ R such that
0 = θ0 = θ1(x) = arctan
(
a13x+ d13
d12
)
= arctan (x)⇔ x = 0,
i.e., also at the point Q1 = (0, 0). Besides that, over the slow manifold acts the
dynamics x˙ = x− 1 whose only singularity at the point
P1 = (δ1, θ1(δ1)) = (1, arctan (1)) =
(
1, pi4
)
,
is unstable, since a11 > 0. Even more, since a12 = 0 and d12 > 0 then, according
to Table 3, the slow manifold attracts the layer dynamics around. Therefore, re-
membering of Corollary 4.4 we conclude that P1, as a singularity of X1, is also a
hyperbolic saddle.
Hence, as represented at Figure 14c, since Q4 = Q1 with P4 and P1 hyperbolic
saddles, then the Filippov system X = (X4,X1) has a separatrix-connection and,
therefore, it violates condition (C.8) of Proposition 7.2, whatever the rectangular
compact K considered. In other words, according to Theorem 7.2, this configuration
is structurally unstable around the discontinuity manifold Σ0.
Finally, we observe that, as represented at Figure 14c, there is actually two
separatrix-connections between the saddles P4 and P1. These connections enclose a
rotating region, represented at Figure 14d.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented results that solves the problems stated at Section 3:
given F with a double discontinuity, can we define a Filippov-like dynamics over the
intersection, Σx? How does it generally behave there? More specifically, we presented
a crystal clear blow-up approach to this problem, resulting in Theorem 4.1, which
associates the previously unknown dynamics over Σx with a discontinuous slow-fast
dynamics over a cylinder. Many dynamical properties where also derived from this
theorem for the general non-linear case, as long as the so-called weak fundamental
hypothesis were satisfied. Applying this results, at Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 6.1
we were able to fully describe the dynamics over this cylinder when F is given
by constant or affine vector fields, respectively, leading us to the realization of
those general properties. Once we had this knowledge, [1, 6] inspired us to look
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after the semi-local structural stability of the dynamics over the cylinder, resulting
in Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2. The approach presented in this paper has then
proved to be quite effective at the study of the double discontinuity dynamics. In
fact, it essentially transforms a singular switching manifold problem into a regular
one, where many results are already known.
Regarding structural stability, since the semi-local approach, as in Definition 7.5,
is a necessary condition for the global one, as in Definition 7.4, then it is reasonable
to conjecture that a set of conditions for the global case would be given by Propo-
sition 7.2, taken from [1], plus an additional set of conditions similar to (III), but
involving the whole cylinder, rather than just one of its discontinuities.
Finally, not only concerning just the dynamics over the cylinder, but also the
external one, a whole world of bifurcations and minimal sets can be studied. For
instance, we’ve seen a slow-cycle at Example 6.1 and a rotating region at Example 7.2.
How many cycles can we have over the cylinder and what do they mean when we
look back to the external dynamics? How many “global” cycles can we have touching
the cylinder? The detailed dynamical description presented in this paper will not
only be helpful for this particular tasks, but also at the unfolding of many other
interesting bifurcations and chaotic behaviors.
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